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How well do we understand

few-nucleon dynamics?

Using chiral EFT we are able to derive few-nucleon forces

Two-nucleon sector has been considered up to N3LO: 
Satisfactory description of experimental data achieved.

Three-nucleon sector has been considered up to N2LO: 

Most of the low-energy Nd-scattering observables agree with exp. data

Disagreements: vector analyzing power in elastic Nd-scattering (Ay-puzzle),
cross section in symmetric space star conf. in the Nd-break up

Motivation for taking subleading (N3LO) correction 
for three-nucleon force into account 



Prominent role of the Delta-resonance

Delta contributions encoded in LECs

Delta-resonance saturation
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Enlargement due to
Delta contribution 

(Bernard, Kaiser & Meißner ’97)

Convergence of EFT potential

Expectation from inclusion of Δ explicitely
more natural size of LECs       better convergence applicability at higher energies

Standard chiral expansion: 

Small scale expansion: Q»M¼ »¢¿ ¤Â (Hemmert, Holstein & Kambor ’98)



LO (OPE)

NLO-Δ

NNLO-Δ

NLO-Δ

NNLO-Δ

3F3 partial waves up to NNLO with and without Δ

(calculated in the first Born approximation)

Nijmegen Virginia Tech



N3LO three-nucleon force with explicit Δ

Illinois ring diagrams contr. with    -dof (Pieper et al. PRC64 (2002) 014001)
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Chiral ring diagrams contr. with    -dof (very rich spin-isospin structure)¢
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Nucleon contr.

Longest range contr. comes from ring diagr.
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Interesting to see the effect of the forces in few and many-body simulations 



Nuclear lattice EFT: plans
Near future projects

Full three-dimensional structure of the Hoyle state including higher-order corr.

Radial leading order
proton distribution
in Carbon-12

Electromagnetic transitions of Hoyle state to spin-2 and ground state

Alpha-clusters and correlation between them in 8Be and 10Be
ground – and spin-2 excited states 

For 10Be we will map out two extra neutron distributions rel. to the a-clusters



How far can we go?

Calc. for Carbon-12 requires

2 rack-days on JUGENE (1 rack has 4096 processors, each processor 3.4 GFlop peak perf.)

Doable simulations (CPU in PFlop-yr, RAM in GB, Storage in TB)

Z A Spin Isospin CPU RAM Storage

12C 6 12 0 0 0.0001 0.04 0.14

16O 8 16 0 0 0.0002 0.07 0.37

Ne 10 20 0 0 0.0006 0.11 0.87

24Mg 12 24 0 0 0.0015 0.16 1.86

28Si 14 28 0 0 0.0037 0.22 3.78

32S 16 32 0 0 0.0085 0.28 7.36

36Ar 18 36 0 0 0.0185 0.36 13.89

XCPU
12C = 5£10¡5PFlop¡ yr; XRAM

12C = 40MB;X
storage
12C

= 3500£40MB = 0:14TB



To simulate an A-nucleus of spin S and isospin I we need
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